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Introduction
Life-history traits such as dispersal are shaped by evolution, and the causes and consequences of the variation in dispersal strategies observed have long been of interest. Most species exhibit some form of sex-biased dispersal, with one sex emigrating more frequently from the natal patch and/ or moving a greater distance (Fontanillas et al. 2004; Douadi et al. 2007; Gauffre et al. 2009 ). Understanding why sexbiased dispersal evolves is therefore a central question in evolutionary biology, yet the answer is largely unknown. Furthermore, major discrepancies exist between empirical observations and theoretical predictions.
In one of the most influential empirical reviews on sexbiased dispersal, Greenwood (1980) focused on natal dispersal and mating systems in birds and mammals and found strong and contrasting sex-biased dispersal patterns. In mammals, dispersal tends to be male biased, whereas in birds, dispersal tends to be female biased. Since Greenwood's (1980) review, a growing number of other empirical studies continue to find biases in dispersal consistent with these patterns, although there are exceptions (Clarke et al. 1997; Lawson Handley and Perrin 2007; Clutton-Brock and Lukas 2012; Mabry et al. 2013) . To explain sex-biased dispersal in mammals and birds, Greenwood (1980) proposed the resource competition hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the philopatric sex will enjoy greater benefits from familiarity with the natal area or territory-and hence from resource defense-and this will depend on the mating system. Males will be philopatric in species exhibiting resource defense strategy (males defend resources of value to females, mainly leading to social monogamy; most birds), while females will be philopatric in species exhibiting mate defense strategy (males defend access to mates and hence do not need to express site-specific dominance, mainly leading to polygyny; most mammals). The argument for philopatry in the resource competition hypothesis may be weakened, however, in species without parental care, where neither sex requires familiarity with the natal area for rearing young. This is the case, for example, for most reptiles, amphibians, fish, and insects. A number of reptile species exhibit sex-biased dispersal, and in most cases, males are more dispersive than females (Tucker et al. 1998; Rivera et al. 2006; Dubey et al. 2008; Ujvari et al. 2008; Sheridan et al. 2010; Pernetta et al. 2011; exception: Olsson and Shine 2003) . However, much less is known about dispersal in amphibians (Austin et al. 2003; Lampert et al. 2003; Palo et al. 2004; Liebgold et al. 2011) , fish (Pardini et al. 2001; Hutchings and Gerber 2002; Fraser et al. 2004) , and insects (Baguette et al. 1998) .
Despite the many potential mechanisms proposed by empiricists, theoretical studies frequently neglect to consider the interplay of multiple pressures and instead focus on independent drivers of sex-biased dispersal. Theoreticians wishing to explore conditions favoring the evolution of sexbiased dispersal have investigated drivers such as spatiotemporal resource competition (Greenwood 1980) , kin selection (Hamilton and May 1977) , inbreeding avoidance (Waser et al. 1986; Perrin and Mazalov 1999; Perrin and Mazalov 2000; Lehmann and Perrin 2003) , dispersal costs (Gros et al. 2008) , and mating systems (Greenwood 1980; Guillaume and Perrin 2006; Guillaume and Perrin 2009 ). However, even with a large body of theory, the mechanisms driving the degree and direction of dispersal biases remain unclear and, in some cases, do not match empirical observations (Guillaume and Perrin 2009).
Inbreeding avoidance has been of particular interest in modeling studies because it should in principle promote the evolution of sex-biased dispersal: if siblings of only one sex disperse, the risk of mating with relatives is greatly reduced. In a promiscuous mating system, Guillaume and Perrin (2006) found that the mean dispersal of both sexes responded little and equally to low levels of inbreeding load, only increasing by one-third over expectations from models incorporating kin competition alone. However, for higher levels of inbreeding load, a bistable sex bias in dispersal emerged; that is, there was an equal probability that the dispersal bias would fall in the male or female direction. This supported previous theory where selection for inbreeding avoidance in promiscuous mating systems led to dispersal in one sex and complete philopatry in the other; however, the direction of the sex bias was random (Gandon 1999; Perrin and Mazalov 1999) . A later study further explored the role of mating systems by including a polygynous mating system and found that female-biased dispersal evolved (Guillaume and Perrin 2009 ). However, while the results of the latter study are compelling, they are in stark contrast to empirical observations of male-biased dispersal in polygynous mating systems (Greenwood 1980; Lawson Handley and Perrin 2007) .
Under the same mating systems, Gros et al. (2009) questioned whether selection for inbreeding avoidance contributes much, if at all, to the evolution of sex-biased dispersal. In polygynous mating systems, Gros et al. (2009) found that asymmetry between the sexes in between-patch variability in reproductive success, generated by demographic stochasticity, could promote slightly male-biased dispersal, even in the absence of inbreeding load. However, biases were small for scenarios with high levels of demographic stochasticity and disappeared as soon as demographic stochasticity was reduced. Despite this, the potential roles for demographic and environmental stochasticity for sex-biased dispersal should not be overlooked. Stochasticity can greatly influence population dynamics through its effects on population densities and biotic interactions, such as local mate and resource competition (Cadet et al. 2003; Blanquart and Gandon 2011; North et al. 2011; Duputié and Massol 2013; Novak 2014) . The resource competition hypothesis and some empirical studies attribute local mate competition (LMC) as the major cause for male-biased dispersal (Greenwood 1980; Lawson Handley and Perrin 2007) ; thus, any process potentially altering competition for mates and/or other resources could alter the evolution of sex-biased dispersal.
There is no existing work investigating both inbreeding load and demographic stochasticity as simultaneous drivers of sex-biased natal dispersal. Surprisingly, theoretical studies have focused on single mechanisms, despite empirical studies proposing multiple causes for observed patterns (Lawson Handley and Perrin 2007) . Given the ecological importance of dispersal, understanding how different selective forces are likely to operate together in order to shape the evolution of sex-biased dispersal is essential. In this theoretical study, we consider the synergistic effects of inbreeding load, mating system, dispersal costs, and kin competition together with both demographic and environmental stochasticity for the evolution of sex-biased natal dispersal. By doing this, we link together previous theory and, importantly, address the gap between theoretical predictions and empirical observations (Perrin and Mazalov 2000; Gros et al. 2008 Gros et al. , 2009 Guillaume and Perrin 2009 ).
Methods
An individual-based, genetic and spatially explicit model was developed to simulate the life cycle of diploid individuals characterized by their sex and genotype. The landscape was a wrapped grid (20 # 20) composed of 400 discrete patches of the same carrying capacity K. A graphical depiction of the life cycle can be found in appendix A (apps. A-D available online).
Reproduction
The number of offspring a female produced was drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean l. The mating system was either polygyny or promiscuity. Under polygyny, a single breeding male was chosen at random and fathered all offspring in a patch. Under promiscuity, every offspring produced by a female could have a different father drawn with replacement from the pool of available males within the mother's patch. Offspring sex was assigned randomly. All adults died after reproduction, and the new population consisted of the offspring only (i.e., nonoverlapping generations).
The mutation model allowed mutation load to evolve within the population (Higgins and Lynch 2001; Guillaume and Perrin 2006, 2009 ). An offspring's survival w was a function of its genetic load, controlled by 1,000 unlinked diallelic diploid loci. Each offspring inherited one random allele from each of its parents. At birth, each individual had a probability U of 0.5 of a new mutation arising in its genome. Mutations were unidirectional; nondeleterious alleles were randomly drawn and became deleterious. Thus, while the genome-wide mutation rate remained constant, the gene-wise mutation rate increased as mutations accumulated. The genetic survival probability w was calculated by the multiplicative model:
where i is the number of heterozygote deleterious loci and j is the number of homozygote deleterious loci. Deleterious mutations had a fitness effect, s p 0:3, and a dominance coefficient, h p 0:01. Empirical data on effect sizes and dominance values for deleterious mutations are scarce; thus, mutation parameters were chosen to match with previous theoretical studies and were held constant for all simulations (Higgins and Lynch 2001; Guillaume and Perrin 2006, 2009) .
Dispersal
Offspring surviving viability selection dispersed or remained philopatric according to their dispersal probability phenotype. Every individual carried two unlinked quantitative diploid loci coding for natal dispersal probability. The first locus was expressed in females, and the second locus was expressed in males. We assumed a continuum of alleles model, where allelic values ranged between 0 and 1. The natal dispersal probability of an individual was given by the mean of the two alleles at the expressed locus. We assumed global dispersal; any dispersing individual had an equal probability of reaching any other patch in the landscape and was subject to a dispersal cost (d c p 0:4; Guillaume and Perrin 2006, 2009; Gros et al. 2009 ). Individuals inherited their dispersal genes from their parents with a probability of mutation equal to 0.001 per allele. The mutation effect size was taken from a negative exponential distribution of mean 0.2 (Guillaume and Perrin 2009). The effect was then added to or subtracted from the existing allelic value with equal probability.
Density Regulation
Ceiling density regulation was used to provide direct comparability with previous models exploring sex-biased dispersal (Guillaume and Perrin 2006, 2009) . After dispersal, in each patch the pool of male individuals was reduced to half K, and the pool of female individuals was also reduced to half K. This form of regulation assumed that competition for a limited number of breeding spots was sex specific. Ceiling regulation therefore resulted in equal sex ratios within patches and equal densities between patches when sufficient male and female offspring were present. Density regulation was random with respect to individual genotypes. In some additional simulations (app. D), we tested the effect of removing sex-specific density regulation; rather, an individual's survival was a probability determined by the density of all individuals in the patch, regardless of their sex.
Local Patch Extinction
Environmental stochasticity within simulations was introduced by including a probability of local catastrophic postdispersal patch extinction (ε). Following an extinction event, the patch remained empty for the remainder of the generation but could be recolonized in the next generation (Poethke et al. 2003; Travis 2003) .
Simulation Routine
In the first generation of all simulations, the patches were filled to carrying capacity and all individuals were initialized with a genome composed of nondeleterious alleles. An individual's dispersal alleles were drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Using a fully factorial approach, we investigated the evolutionarily stable male (d m ) and female (d f ) dispersal probabilities evolving with inbreeding load (U p 0:5) for different fecundities (l), carrying capacities (K), and local extinction probabilities (ε). Quasi-equilibrium dispersal probabilities were typically reached within 2,000 generations. Thus, all simulations ran for 4,000 generations over 30 replicates. Data and model source code underlying all results and figures are available in the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.11vb2 (Henry et al. 2016) .
Results and Discussion
Our results shed new light on the discrepancy between empirical and theoretical studies of sex-biased dispersal. Indeed, our model predicted male-biased dispersal probabilities under polygyny, a result more consistent with empirical observations than previous models. For increasingly higher levels of demographic and/or environmental stochasticity (i.e., low values of K and l and high values of ε), the dispersal bias fell toward males and, conversely, toward females with decreasing levels of stochasticity (i.e., high values of K and l and low values of ε; figs. 1A-1C, 2A-2C, 3). Especially strongly malebiased dispersal occurred with high dispersal costs and when
The Evolution of Male-Biased Dispersal 425 . A-C, Mean dispersal bias (calculated as female dispersal probability 2 male dispersal probability). Increasing blue tones represent male bias, and increasing pink tones represent female bias. D-F, Absolute dispersal bias (calculated as the absolute value of female dispersal probability 2 male dispersal probability). G-I, Mean between-patch coefficient of variation in male density after density regulation and before reproduction. local populations experienced high demographic and/or environmental stochasticity ( fig. 1A-1C ). Strong stochasticity led to a high risk of local extinction. Thus, the result of strong male-biased dispersal is largely applicable to empirical examples of male-biased dispersal in populations experiencing high levels of disturbance, for example, small or fragmented populations (Stow et al. 2001; Stow and Sunnucks 2004; Gauffre et al. 2009; Oklander et al. 2010) . The incorporation of stochasticity outweighed the effects of inbreeding load in the polygynous scenarios and converted a female-biased dispersal strategy (as previously found in Guillaume and Perrin 2009) into a male-biased strategy. This result also highlights the potential for changes in dispersal if increasing habitat destruction or climate change increases local extinction risk or dispersal costs. For example, in the Cunningham's skink (Egernia cunninghami), habitat fragmentation inhibited female dispersal more than male dispersal, leading to male-biased dispersal in fragmented sites (Stow et al. 2001 ). While strong female-or male-biased dispersal evolved under polygyny, for equivalent parameter values, the absolute bias was much reduced under promiscuity (cf. fig. 1 with fig. 2D-2F ). The wide range of evolutionary outcomes predicted by our model can be explained by the mating system and the degree of demographic and environmental stochasticity, modifying the relative strengths of resource competition, kin competition, and inbreeding avoidance.
Effect of Demographic and Environmental Stochasticity
In both mating systems, females were competing for space resources (LRC) while males were competing for mates (LMC). Stochasticity increased spatiotemporal heterogeneity in population size, and dispersing individuals could therefore realize fitness benefits associated with lower competition in lesscrowded patches (McPeek and Holt 1992) . In figures 1A-1C and 2A-2C, the blue regions correspond to higher betweenpatch variation in male density, shown in figures 1G-1I and 2G-2I. Male-biased dispersal therefore emerged when high levels of stochasticity increased the between-patch variation in male density. If male density varied between patches, then the intensity of male-male competition varied between patches. Thus, by dispersing, a male increased his chance of breeding in a patch with fewer competing males and more female mates. Of course, the opposite was also true; a male could disperse to a patch with more males and fewer females. However, particularly under polygyny when LMC was high, the benefit outweighed the risk; all males in a patch were competing to be the sole mating male, and a successful immigrant male's fitness greatly increased by dominating all mating opportunities within a patch (Gros et al. 2009 ). Patches were filled with fewer juveniles after reproduction when stochasticity was high. Thus, selection for female dispersal also declined as LRC for breeding territories between females reduced. In figures 1J-1L and 2J-2L the probability of a female juvenile surviving density regulation and hence winning a breeding territory in her natal patch was higher when stochasticity was higher. Furthermore, while males were always competing for mates, as long as there was at least one male present, females were guaranteed a mate. Male-biased dispersal under high stochasticity therefore emerged as a consequence of increased male dispersal due to bet-hedging to reduce LMC and also increased female philopatry as LRC reduced. Furthermore, stronger male-biased dispersal emerged under polygyny than under promiscuity because LMC for males was higher. Indeed, in a similar study, Gros et al. (2009) found that the strength of male-male competition within patches was much higher under polygyny than under promiscuity, the strength of competition for relevant resources was higher for males than females under polygyny, and the strength of competition for relevant resources was similar between the sexes under promiscuity. The form of stochasticity mattered for the evolution of male-biased dispersal because environmental stochasticity increased only the degree of male-biased dispersal when it exaggerated population fluctuations already caused by demographic stochasticity; otherwise, it could reduce the bias. The absolute bias decreased as patch extinction rates increased when K and l parameters were held constant ( fig. 1E, 1F ). When demographic stochasticity was low (e.g., high mean fecundities and high carrying capacities), same-sex competition was high because occupied patches were full. Thus, individuals of both sexes could still benefit from dispersal into a patch made empty by a local extinction event. For females, local extinction increased dispersal when occupied patches were saturated. However, when local extinction exaggerated population fluctuations, creating patches below saturation, dispersal decreased (Ronce et al. 2000) . We therefore found that increasing local extinction could decrease the degree of male-biased dispersal because female dispersal simultaneously increased or remained high. For example, under promiscuity, male-biased dispersal did not emerge because female dispersal simultaneously increased ( fig. 3D) , and under polygyny for high extinction values (ε p 0:25), female dispersal remained at around 0.4 ( fig. 3C ). Complete philopatry in one sex is rarely observed (Richard et al. 1993; Kerth et al. 2002; Lawson Handley and Perrin 2007) , and slightly more balanced dispersal is potentially a more realistic theoretical result than complete philopatry in one sex.
Sex-specific ceiling regulation assumes that competition for breeding sites differs between the sexes. Indeed, in some species,density-dependentsurvivalappearstobemorestrongly influenced by the density of the same sex than the density of the opposite sex (Clutton-Brock et al. 1985 Wauters et al. 2004; Bonenfant et al. 2009; Michler et al. 2011) . Ceiling regulation resulted in equal sex ratios within patches and no variation in density between patches (if there were sufficient males and females before regulation). However, for some species, density-dependent survival may not be sex specific (Bonenfant et al. 2009; Bassar et al. 2013; Cubaynes et al. 2014) . Because of the importance of demographic stochasticity for between-patch variance in LMC, relaxing the assumption of sex-specific ceiling regulation had important implications for the evolution of male-biased dispersal (app. D). Using stochastic sex-independent density regulation resulted in uneven sex ratios within patches and differing densities between patches, even when sufficient male and female offspring were present. This consequently increased demographic stochasticity and between-patch variability in LMC. Increased between-patch variance in LMC resulted in strong male-biased dispersal for all values of K, even in the absence of inbreeding load ( fig. D1C ; figs. A1, B1, C1, D1 available online). The incorporation of inbreeding load then further increased the strength of male-biased dispersal ( fig. D1D ). Now that we have a better understanding of the different and synergistic mechanisms at play across previous studies (Guillaume and Perrin 2006; Gros et al. 2009 ), an important avenue for future work would be to investigate the roles of density dependence for driving sex-biased dispersal.
Effect of Kin Competition
Kin competition selects for higher natal dispersal probabilities, because individuals increase their inclusive fitness by competing with unrelated individuals in foreign patches rather than competing with kin in the natal patch (Hamilton and May 1977) . Selection for dispersal to avoid kin competition was weaker under promiscuity than polygyny because under promiscuity competitors were less likely to be related, while under polygyny competitors were always halfor full siblings. Without mutation load, we found that dispersal rates were indeed higher under polygyny than promiscuity for the equivalent parameter values (app. B). Kin competition was therefore a cause for the overall higher dispersal rates and higher absolute bias under polygyny than promiscuity (cf. fig. 1C, 1D with fig. 2C, 2D ). Under promiscuity but not under polygyny, however, stochasticity could alter kin structure and, in turn, alter the influence of kin competition on dispersal. Under promiscuity, we expect kin com-
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This content downloaded from 139.133.148.028 on March 23, 2017 08:54:11 AM petition to increase as stochasticity increases because competitors are more likely to be related when patch densities decreased (Poethke and Hovestadt 2002; Poethke et al. 2007; app. B) . Thus, increasing male-biased dispersal under promiscuity with increasing demographic stochasticity can be interpreted as a response to between-patch variation in LMC and increasing kin competition between males. Under complete polygyny, increased stochasticity is not expected to change the kin structure and degree of kin competition because offspring in a patch share the same father, regardless of patch density (Gros et al. 2009 ). Thus, although dispersal probabilities are overall higher under polygyny, the increasing strength of male-biased dispersal under polygyny with increasing stochasticity arose through increasing betweenpatch variance in LMC but not increasing kin competition.
Effect of Inbreeding Load
Similar to kin competition, the response to inbreeding load was much stronger under polygyny than under promiscuity. Inbreeding load had two effects. First, it exaggerated population fluctuations because it reduced the number of offspring surviving at birth. For example, a female's realized fecundity was reduced by up to one-third on average (app. C). Unless l was sufficiently high and such losses removed only the doomed surplus (Errington 1934; Kokko and Lindström 1998) , inbreeding load further exaggerated demographic stochasticity. Second, inbreeding load generates heterosis, resulting in selection for increased dispersal probabilities as an inbreeding avoidance strategy, especially when relatedness is high under polygyny (Guillaume and Perrin 2006, 2009) . Selection to avoid inbreeding was highest for females under polygyny, because female fecundity was determined by one event with one-potentially related-male. For a polygynous breeding male, however, the much greater overall fecundity could buffer offspring losses due to inbreeding load. Consequently, selection for females to avoid inbreeding remained strong, and female-biased dispersal probabilities evolved when selection pressures from local competition and kin competition were similar between the sexes (low stochasticity), as previously found by Guillaume and Perrin (2009) . In figure 1A-1C , the pink regions (female bias) correspond to large values of absolute bias in figure 1D-1F ; thus, there was a strong bias in the female direction. Under promiscuity, the effective population size in a patch is expected to be larger; females could therefore spread the risk of inbreeding by mating with multiple males rather than by dispersing. Thus, under promiscuity, female-biased dispersal emerged, but the magnitude of the bias was smaller than under polygyny. In figure 2A-2C , the pink regions (female bias) correspond to only small values of absolute bias in figure 2D-2F .
Inbreeding avoidance selects for dispersal in at least one of the sexes; however, we expect female-biased dispersal when LRC is high for females (especially if it is between kin) and male-biased dispersal when LMC varies between patches. Thus, our results support Greenwood's (1980) hypothesis and the mechanism proposed by Gros et al. (2009) and, more recently, Hovestadt et al. (2014) ; sex-biased dispersal emerges owing to asymmetric spatiotemporal variability in competition between the sexes. Nonetheless, the relative push and pull of all the selective forces, kin competition, inbreeding avoidance, and local competition determined the degree of the bias. As such, when the accumulative strength of selection pressures for dispersal became similar between the sexes, the dispersal bias became less certain. In the majority of simulations, the bias tended toward the sex with the stronger incentives to disperse, but given the stochastic nature of the simulations, the outcome was never certain. On occasion, we found more symmetrical dispersal rates or variability in the direction of the bias. For example, under polygyny with high values of K, usually females dispersed and males were philopatric; however, in some replicates, the opposite occurred ( fig. 3A) . Under promiscuity, the evolutionarily stable dispersal rates found between replicates were much less scattered ( fig. 3B ). Furthermore, dispersal probabilities tended to settle rapidly, because if one sex dispersed, the pressure to disperse to avoid inbreeding was immediately reduced in the other sex, particularly when dispersal incurred a cost.
Male-Biased Dispersal: A Result of Multiple Selective Pressures
The evolution male-biased dispersal due to the combined effects of inbreeding avoidance, dispersal costs, and stochasticity is similar to hypotheses proposed in some empirical studies. For example, in American black bears (Ursus americanus), male-biased dispersal and female philopatry resulted in low levels of inbreeding. This suggests that male-biased dispersal is effective as an inbreeding avoidance strategy (Costello et al. 2008 ). However, male dispersal rates were also higher in areas with high male bear density compared with areas of low male bear density, and the likelihood of young males breeding successfully was lower in high-density areas. This indicates that male-biased dispersal rates could also be modified by LMC between males (Costello et al. 2008) . Similarly, for brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), Hutchings and Gerber (2002) suggested that male-biased dispersal was a consequence of inbreeding avoidance and LMC. Males were recaptured at greater distances from tagging locations during spawning than during nonspawning, thus suggesting that male dispersal was associated with mating and competition for mates (Hutchings and Gerber 2002 ). In our model, females choose mates at random, but Lehmann and Perrin (2003) also found that female mate choice to avoid kin could drive up male dispersal. Alternatively, inbreeding load could also lead to variation in male quality, with females choosing higher-quality males with less load (Kempenaers 2007; Fromhage et al. 2009 ). This could potentially act as a form of purging through higher reproductive success of individuals carrying less mutational load (Mitton et al. 1993 ) and reduce selection for higher dispersal probabilities to alleviate mutation load. Evolution of female choice for male quality related to mutational load is thus another avenue for future research into male-biased dispersal. Our multifaceted theoretical approach relates well to empirical patterns of sex-biased dispersal, in particular providing an improved match to empirical observations of malebiased dispersal in mate defense systems. In our study, the result of strong male-biased dispersal under sex-specific ceiling density regulation is largely applicable to empirical examples of male-biased dispersal in populations experiencing high levels of disturbance, such as small or fragmented populations (Stow et al. 2001; Stow and Sunnucks 2004; Gauffre et al. 2009; Oklander et al. 2010) . Thus, an important further step would be to reduce dispersal costs and local extinction pressure within the model to investigate the evolution of male-biased dispersal for species existing in apparently more stable environments (Packer and Pusey 1987; Clutton-Brock et al. 1997; Keogh et al. 2007 ). An outstanding major challenge for models of dispersal evolution is to add sufficient realism so quantitative predictions can be made for the ecoevolutionary dynamics of particular species. Existing studies explicitly linking models and empirical data on sex-biased dispersal and its evolution are rare. However, Blyton et al. (2015) recently used simulation and empirical data to investigate the effectiveness of sex-biased dispersal as an inbreeding avoidance strategy in the mountain brushtail possum (Trichosurus cunninghami). Simulation results and empirical results were congruent; moreover, the study is a vital demonstration of the utility of validating simulation results against empirical data. To achieve greater realism, future theoretical work will have to consider more carefully the form of density dependence incorporated, since this can alter the intensity of competition experienced by individuals, as well as model more explicitly the genetic architecture underlying dispersive traits. With such a modeling framework, we can begin to address, in greater detail, the gap between empirical patterns and theoretical results to further our understanding of sex-biased dispersal.
